
Public File: Issues and Programs 2022 Q4—WNGL 1410AM 94.5FM, Mobile, AL 
 
Local Program: LA Catholic Morning…..7:00…..60 minutes 
 
10/03/22…. Luke Coppen discusses the scandal of a German bishop, Chris Graney speaks on astronomy 
and church history, and Dr. James Williams discussed the mission of Ichtus. 
 
10/04/22…. Fr Pat Driscoll explains how comfort breeds complacency. Dawn Beutner provides our Saints 
of the month for October. Mattew Meeks shares about the mission of Catholic Ventures and their new 
Lion and Lamb children's book subscription plan. 
 
10/06/22…. Ed Condon, Steve Mosher discusses Catholics in China, Susan Duffey shares the Alabama 
scholarship fund with director Andy Ryan. 
 
10/10/22….Guests-Chad Pecknold, Fr Michael Rennier, Don Johnson 

 
10/14/22… Guests-Tom McDonald with the latest movie review, Dr Christopher Shannon, Fr Chris Boutin 
with the Sunday gospel reflection. 
 
10/17/22… Guests-James and Mariah Rutter with their reversion story, Anthony Kolenc. 
 
10/24/22… Guests-Isabel Vincent, Anna Reynolds, Matt Estrade. 
 
10/31/22… Dr John Bruchalski, Thomas Holman, Dr Chris Shannon with his series on Catholics in America 
 
11/04/22…. Guests-Tom McDonald with the latest movie review, Kevin Turley talks about his new radio 
program The Turley Frequency, Fr Andrew Jones has the Sunday gospel reflection. 
 
11/09/22… Guests-Tom Riello, Dr Randall Smith, Dan Burke with spiritual direction 
  
 
11/14/22… Guests-Tom Hoopes discusses his latest article, Dr Bob Tiballi, Deacon Ed Schoener. 
 
11/17/22… Coach Norman Joseph previews the McGill Toolen football season. Marjorie Dannenfelser 
talks about the mission of Susan B Anthony Prolife America and Coach Kirk Johnson, head football coach 
at Montgomery Catholic Prep discusses their first game against McGill Toolen. 
 
11/18/22… St Michael head football coach, Philip Rivers reviews their football season. Tom Riello talks 
about the Atlantic article on the rosary. Dawn Beutner discusses the victims of Communism museum. 
  
11/21/22… Tom DeLorenzo talks about his book, "The Politically Incorrect Guide to Economics" Dr 
Elizabeth Mitchell discusses her article, "Martyred in Odium Fidei" Jeremy Adam shares his book, 
"Hollowed Out". 
 
11/23/22…. Fr Pat Driscoll explains why Catholics can't scatter their ashes. Justin Lee talks about why 
surgery is the new sex. Kevin Duffy discusses his article, "Europe in these times". 
  



11/30/22… Fr Pat Driscoll talks about the power of the Eucharist. Rob McFarland discusses the legal 
implications of supreme court cases. Maria Maffici discusses the mission of human life review. 
  
12/06/22… Fr Pat Driscoll talks about the problem with sola scriptura. Tom Hoopes discusses the parable 
of the disappointed child. David J Scotten shares about his adoption story, which is the basis of the film, 
Lifemark. 
 
12/10/22…Tom Riello talks about the Catholic case for labor. Kevin Turley shares the hidden truth the 
nuns revealed about the Roswell UFO crash. Holly Moore and Sean Dudley give an update on Fidelis and 
Fraternus.. 
 
12/12/22…Paul Krause talks about his article on religious liberty. Dr Norman McCrummen his discusses 
the book, The Context of Holiness and gives a preview of his talk on Wednesday about Queen Elizabeth. 
 
12/15/22…Tiffany Thompson shares her article on friendship. Marc Morano discusses his book, The 
Great Reset. Ellen Taylor dives into the blogosphere. 
 
12/20/22…Fr Pat Driscoll talks about the miracles. Harry Bruinius discusses his article on the 75th 
Anniversary of the children's book, Good Night Moon. Eric Sammons talks about the problem with 
interfaith dialogue. 
 
12/22/22…Michael Pakaluk discusses his article, "Of Feasts and Families" Rob Herbst previews The 
Catholic Week. 
 

ISSUE: YOUNG ADULT CONTENT  
 

10/8/22 at 20:00… Beyond Damascus… 60 Minutes… The Beyond Damascus program engages young 
adults each week with stories of conversions, testimonies and faith journeys. This week the hosts discuss 
the Church’s expectations for the faithful, as well as the mercy it shows when its members fall short of 
those expectations. 

10/22/22 at 20:00… Beyond Damascus … 60 Minutes… The Beyond Damascus program engages young 
adults each week with stories of conversions, testimonies and faith journeys. This week the hosts are 
joined by Devin Schadt to discuss St. Joseph. 

11/5/22 at 20:00… Beyond Damascus … 60 Minutes… The Beyond Damascus program engages young 
adults each week with stories of conversions, testimonies and faith journeys. This week’s topic is 
evangelization and the role of technology--it’s benefits and it’s dangers--in that effort. 

11/18/22 at 20:00… Beyond Damascus … 60 Minutes… The Beyond Damascus program engages young 
adults each week with stories of conversions, testimonies and faith journeys. The hosts discuss the 
importance of recognizing the Holy Spirit and how it influences our lives. 

12/3/22 at 20:00… Beyond Damascus … 60 Minutes… The Beyond Damascus program engages young 
adults each week with stories of conversions, testimonies and faith journeys. This week the show 
focuses on how Catholics can discover God’s promise for their lives. 



12/17/22 at 20:00… Beyond Damascus … 60 Minutes… The Beyond Damascus program engages young 
adults each week with stories of conversions, testimonies and faith journeys. This week Dan and Brad 
talk about the desire to be different and see change occur in the world, as well the topic of religious 
freedom. 

   

ISSUE: FAMILY, PARENTING AND RELATIONSHIPS  
 

10/6/22 at 13:00…The Doctor is In…57 minutes…Dr. Ray Guarendi, a clinical psychologist, answers 
listeners’ questions concerning the healthy choices on raising their children.  Today, Dr. Ray takes a call 
from a business owner who has questions about how to deal with her employees. 

10/18/22 at 13:00…The Doctor is In…57 minutes…Dr. Ray Guarendi, a clinical psychologist, answers 
listeners questions concerning the healthy choices on raising their children. Dr. Ray helps a caller who 
has concerns about a protestant church in her community that is hosting a series of discussions about 
the Catholic church. 

11/3/22 at 13:00…The Doctor is In…57 minutes…Dr. Ray Guarendi, a clinical psychologist, answers 
listeners questions concerning the healthy choices on raising their children. Dr. Ray talked with a 
Lutheran caller who is in an RCIA program with their spouse, but their spouse is having reservations 
about converting to Catholicism. 

11/17/22 at 13:00…The Doctor is In…57 minutes…Dr. Ray Guarendi, a clinical psychologist, answers 
listeners questions concerning the healthy choices on raising their children. Dr. Ray has a caller that 
wants to discuss his Italian heritage and Italian food with him. 

 12/7/22 at 13:00…The Doctor is In…57 minutes…Dr. Ray Guarendi, a clinical psychologist, answers 
listeners questions concerning the healthy choices on raising their children.  Dr. Ray takes a call from a 
woman that lost a family member to suicide and is concerned about the approaching anniversary of 
their death and how to talk about it to other family members. 

12/14/22 at 13:00…The Doctor is In…57 minutes…Dr. Ray Guarendi, a clinical psychologist, answers 
listeners questions concerning the healthy choices on raising their children.  A man calls Dr. Ray who has 
a son that plays video games all day long, the caller asks what he can do to rein in his son’s bad habit. 

 
 
 
ISSUE: EDUCATIONAL  
 
10/5/22 at 18:00…Catholic Answers Live…60 minutes… Host Cy Kellet is joined by Dr. John Finley to 
discuss sexual identity and take questions from callers.   

10/18/22 at 18:00…Catholic Answers Live…60 minutes… Guest Carlo Broussard takes questions 
regarding evidence for the Resurrection and whether or not to receive communion if you disagree with 
teachings of the Church. 



11/7/22 at 18:00…Catholic Answers Live…60 minutes…Trent Horn joins host Cy Kellet and critiques John 
Oliver’s defense of trans-rights, while Kevin Vost takes questions about free will.  

11/17/22 at 18:00…Catholic Answers Live…60 minutes… Host Cy Kellet is joined by Jimmy Akin for an 
open forum where Jimmy takes questions regarding the consecration of the eucharist, support for the 
papacy and apologetics. 

12/7/22 at 18:00…Catholic Answers Live…60 minutes… Jason Evert of chastity.com joins Catholic 
Answers Live to answer questions and discuss transgenderism from a Christian viewpoint.  

12/16/22 at 18:00…Catholic Answers Live…60 minutes…Rose Sweet joins Cy Kellet and takes calls 
pertaining to marriage, divorce and life post-annulment. 

  
 
ISSUE: PUBLIC INTEREST  
 
10/6/22 at 16:00…Kresta in the Afternoon…120 minutes…Host Al Kresta’s daily current events show 
discusses the salient points of today’s news and other subjects of personal interest to Catholics. On this 
program, Al is joined by Peggy Stanton to discuss the story of the Ten Lepers, while Raymond Ibrahim 
discusses Christian heroes who stood strong against Islam. 

10/14/22 at 16:00…Kresta in the Afternoon…120 minutes…Host Al Kresta’s daily current events show 
discusses the salient points of today’s news and other subjects of personal interest to Catholics. On this 
program, Al is joined by Monsignor Hilary Franco to talk about his memories of his time as an assistant 
to Bishop Fulton Sheen. 

11/03/22 at 16:00…Kresta in the Afternoon…120 minutes…Host Al Kresta’s daily current events show 
discusses the salient points of today’s news and other subjects of personal interest to Catholics.  Al 
discusses the plight of Christians in China with Ben Rogers and a former appearance by Thomas Dubay 
airs, reflecting on the everyday holiness of the saints.   

11/23/22 at 16:00…Kresta in the Afternoon…120 minutes…Host Al Kresta’s daily current events show 
discusses the salient points of today’s news and other subjects of personal interest to Catholics.  On this 
show, Al discusses the German Synodal Way and how it is affecting the Church while Joseph Pearce joins 
Al to talk about Lewis’ Narnia. 

12/1/22 at 16:00…Kresta in the Afternoon…120 minutes…Host Al Kresta’s daily current events show 
discusses the salient points of today’s news and other subjects of personal interest to Catholics. Guest 
host Marcus Peter is joined by Carl Olson to discuss advent and Kevin Vost to discuss how Aquinas can 
help us with questions we may have about God. 

12/15/22 at 16:00…Kresta in the Afternoon…120 minutes…Host Al Kresta’s daily current events show 
discusses the salient points of today’s news and other subjects of personal interest to Catholics. Al takes 
book recommendations for himself and his listeners. 

  

 



ISSUE:  Public Affairs: The Patrick Madrid Show 
 
10/3/22 at 10:00….. Patrick answers listener questions about the symbolism of the monstrance, what is 
nominalism, is smoking tobacco a sin, what is natural marriage and why do we need to go to confession 
in person. 
 
10/10/22 at 10:00…. 60 minutes… Patrick answers listener questions about how to better evangelize, 
was there a purgatory before Jesus died on the cross, and is attending a non-Catholic funeral 
permissible? 
 
10/18/22 at 10:00…60 minutes… Patrick tackles some teachings on the Mormon faith.   
  
10/27/22 at 10:00……60 minutes… Patrick starts the show by talking about the struggles that priests 
face, including trust issues and burnout, and he offers suggestions on how we can help them. 
 
 
10/31/22 at 10:00…..60 minutes… Patrick answers listener questions about marijuana, does Crossfit lead 
to divorce, is celebrating Halloween and going trick-or-treating a sin, and is it a sin not to fast an hour 
before receiving Jesus. 
 
11/07/22 at 10:00….60 minutes… Patrick answers listener questions about giving the sign of peace 
during Mass, what happened to Cane after Jesus rose, do Catholic’s believe in the Mark of the Beast, 
and why do Catholics say they are “Catholic Christian” instead of just saying Catholic? 
 
11/21/22 at 10:00….60 minutes… Special Guest Host Fr. Matthew Spencer answers listener questions 
about dealing with depression. 
 
12/06/22 at 10:00….60 minutes… Patrick answers questions about the movie Father Stu, Pascal’s Wager, 
is watching the sexy parts of a movie a sin, are then any wholesome streaming services, and he shares 
what he would like for Christmas. 
 
12/16/22 at 10:00….60 minutes… Patrick answers questions about the movie Father Stu, Pascal’s Wager, 
is watching the sexy parts of a movie a sin, are then any wholesome streaming services, and he shares 
what he would like for Christmas. 
 
12/19/22 at 10:00…60 minutes…Fr. Frank Pavone has been removed from the priesthood. 
 
 
ISSUE; FAITH AND CULTURE: CONVERGENCE 
 
10/01/22 at 11:30…. 30 minutes….Michele McAloon and Ellen Taylor discuss issues of faith and culture; 
Michele and Ellen speak with Carl Olson, editor of the Catholic World Report on how the hot issues of 
society are really impacting the faith world. 
 
10/11/22 at 11:30…. 30 minutes….Michele McAloon and Ellen Taylor discuss issues of faith and culture. 
Michele and Ellen speak with authors Dr. Michael Robillard and Timothy Gordon on their book, “Don’t 
Go to College”. 
 



10/15/22 at 11:30…. 30 minutes….Michele McAloon and Ellen Taylor discuss issues of faith and culture. 
Michele and Ellen speak with author Stephen Mosher with his perspective on how China plays into the 
Ukraine-Russia situation. 
 
10/22/22 at 11:30…. 30 minutes….Michele McAloon and Ellen Taylor discuss what we want the future to 
look like and how we can go about shaping it. 
 
10/29/22 at 11:30…. 30 minutes….Michele McAloon and Ellen Taylor discuss issues of faith and culture. 
Michele and Ellen speak about what is the Christian response to inflation. 
 
11/5/22 at 11:30…. 30 minutes….Michele McAloon and Ellen Taylor discuss issues of faith and culture; 
Michele and Ellen discuss what makes us happy with guest J. Budziszewski author of the book, How and 
How not to be happy. 
 
11/11/22 at 11:30…. 30 minutes….Michele McAloon and Ellen Taylor discuss issues of faith and culture; 
Michele and Ellen speak with author Jeremy S. Adams about his book, Hallowed Out, which reveals why 
students have rejected wisdom, culture, and institutions of Western Civilization and how we can win 
them back. 
 
11/18/22 at 11:30…. 30 minutes….Michele McAloon and Ellen Taylor discuss issues of faith and culture; 
Michele and Ellen speak this week about the importance of leisure. 
 
11/26/22 at 11:30…. 30 minutes….Michele McAloon and Ellen Taylor speak with Andrew Mitcha on the 
war between Russia and Ukraine and where things stand and how it is affecting the United States. 
 
12/02/22 at 11:30…. 30 minutes….Michele McAloon and Ellen Taylor discuss issues of faith and culture. 
Michele and Ellen ask “Are our institutions failing us?” 
 
12/9/22 at 11:30…. 30 minutes….Michele McAloon and Ellen Taylor discuss issues of faith and culture; 
Michele and Ellen discuss the Just War Theory. 
 
12/16/22 at 11:30…. 30 minutes….Michele McAloon and Ellen Taylor discuss issues of faith and culture; 
Michele and Ellen speak with EWTN Rome correspondent, Edward Penton on the life of Queen Elizabeth 
II on her passing. 
 
12/23/22 at 11:30…. 30 minutes….Michele McAloon and Ellen Taylor discuss issues of faith and culture; 
Michele and Ellen talk about truth in the media. 
 
12/30/22 at 11:30…. 30 minutes….Michele McAloon and Ellen Taylor discuss issues of faith and culture. 
Michele and Ellen speak with authors Dr. Michael Robillard and Timothy Gordon on their book, “Don’t 
Go to College”. 
 
 
 


